Good Morning
Hello – It has been sometime that I have had to put together some home learning.
I hope you are all well and able to enjoy todays lessons.
It is a fantastic winters day, cold but sunny, so lets shake off the COVID blues and get on
with some seriously fun home learning!

Mr Foster

Maths – Classify 2D shapes
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Break time!

Remember to have a snack
and a drink.
Why not have a nice piece
of fruit for a snack.

English


WALT: Plan a biographical recount



We have been researching the life of influential black people. Some of you have looked at
Mohammed Ali, Michelle Obama or even Rosa Parks.



You need to create a timeline of events that shaped your chosen persons life so you have a
better understanding of these key events.



Now click to the next slide for your task

English


Look at this introduction paragraph of a biography of Nelson Mandela. What do you notice about the punctuation and the way it
is written.



Well, it makes Nelson Mandela sound like a super hero – and in some peoples eyes, he was.



The use of a dash is really important – it lets the writer add more information or to clarify the meaning of a word or sentence.



TASK – write your own introduction making your person sound like a hero and inspiration to
others

NELSON MANDELA
Discover the world-famous human rights activist who became South
Africa’s first black president…
Discover the remarkable life and work of Nelson Mandela – who helped change the lives of millions of South African
people – in our Nelson Mandela facts…

Throughout history, lots of people around the world have
faced discrimination – where they are treated differently
because of their race, skin colour, gender, age and lots of
other things, too.
Sadly, it still happens to this day! But there are some
amazing people who have worked hard to make a
change for the better, and helped us move towards a
world where everyone is treated fairly and equally. One
such person is Nelson Mandela…

Lunchtime


Congratulations you have earnt your lunch today



It is officially cheese toasty day – a day celebrated
all around the world. So, why not make yourself
one of these world renowned snacks

Reading Time


Lesson overview: To make comparisons between two songs



Read a book! Reading expands the mind and increases ones knowledge of the world we inhabit.
Choose a good book, find a comfy place and enjoy.

Art
WALT: Draw a hand using pencil
Following on form our lesson this week, I would like you to draw a
picture of a hand. I am looking at how we can add depth to a picture
using shading. When drawing the hand, look closely at areas of dark and
light. Look at the area around the finger nails, between the fingers and
around the outside of the hand.

Remember – it is about the shading, not the hand. So if you are struggling
to draw a hand then draw round your own, then shade it in.

